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Georgia Institute of Technology 
A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA 
SCHOOL OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING AND HEALTH PHYSICS 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
6 December 1983 (4041E04-3720 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 	D.G. Cacuci, C.R. Weisbin and B.A. Worley (ORNL) 
FROM: 	J.M. 	1--' 
SUBJ: 	Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 7802 
Months of October and November, 1983 
Accomplishments During Report Period  
The subcontract extension was not mailed by Union Carbide until 20 
November 1983. Thus there was no activity on this project in October, and 
only 10% of my time was spent on this project in November. 
Literature concerning the DSNP language (1-7) for simulating LMFBR 
systems was reviewed, and initial steps were taken to obtain this code system 
at Georgia Tech. For our investigations related to development of an LMFBR 
monitor, the DSNP code system could prove useful for studies of overall LMFBR 
system behavior. I plan to attend a workshop on the DSNP system to be held at 
Argonne (8,9). 
Plans for Work for Next Month 
Studies of the application of the DSNP system in LMFBR monitor 
development will be continued. If the code is obtained soon enough (already 
ordered) at Georgia Tech, work on initiation of the code on our computer 
system will start. 
AN EOUAL EOUCATIDN AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
REFERENCES 
1. D. Saphier, "A Special Purpose Simulation Language for Nuclear Power Plants ," 
in Simulation of Systems 79, L. Dekker et al. , Eds . , North-Holland Publishing 
Co., p. 1055, 1980. 
2. D. Saphier and J.T. Madell, "The DSNP Simulation Language and Its Application 
to LMFBR Transient Analysis," Nucl. Tech., 56, p. 493, (March, 1982). 
3. D. Saphier, "The Simulation Language of DSNP: Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear 
Power Plants," ANL-CT-77-20, Rev. 02, Argonne National Laboratory, 1978. 
4. D. Saphier, "The Level-One Modules Library for DSNP: Dynamic Simulator 
for Nuclear Power Plants," ANL-CT-77-22, Rev. 02, Argonne National 
Laboratory, 1978. 
5. D. Saphier, "The Precompiler•for DSNP: Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear 
Power Plants," ANL-CT-77-22, Rev. 02, Argonne National Laboratory, 1978. 
6. J.T. Madell and D. Saphier, "A Comparative Transient Analysis of Metal 
and Oxide Fueled LMFBR," ANL-CT-80-1, September, 1979. 
7. D. Saphier, Soreq. Nucl. Res. Cen., letter to J. Kallfelz, dated 30 June 
1983. 
8. M. Harris, ANL, letter concerning DSNP Workshop at Argonne, dated 
October 20, 1983. 
9. J. Madell, Fauske and Associates, letter to J. Kallfelz, dated November 
10, 1983. 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA 
SCHOOL OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING AND HEALTH PHYSICS 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
January 18, 1984 
(4041894-3720 
MEMORANDUM 
D. G. Cacuci, C. R. Weisbin and B. A. Worley (ORNL) 
Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 7802 
Month of December, 1983 
Accomplishments During Report Period  
. 
o Studies of the application of the DSNP code system
2-4  in LMFBR monitor 
development was continued. This code was received at Georgia Tech 
during December5 , and work on initiation of the code on our computer 
was begun. 
o On December 19 I visited ORNL, and discussed the plans for our studies 
concerning a Power Distribution and Reactivity Monitor (PDRM) 6 for an 
LMFBR. I met with D. Cacuci, B. Worley and F. di Fillipo, and the 
attached page summarizies our agreement on the distribution of 
responsibilities for this effort. 
Plans for Work for Next Month  
o Work on the initiation of the DSNP system on the Georgia Tech computer 
will be continued. If successful operation is achieved, we will start 
performing runs related to LMFBR operations. 
JK/vw 
Attachment 
cc: Dr. F. di Fillipo 
TO: 
FROM: J. M. Kallfelz 
SUBJECT: 
AN EQUAL EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
ORNL Progress Report 
December 1983 
Responsibilities for PDRM Studies 
Following is a summary of the agreements made at ORNL on December 19, 
concerning our studies related to a Power Distribution and Reactivity 
Monitor (PDRM) 6 for an LMFBR. 
1. Capabilities of PDRM Desired by Operations Personnel. 
J. Kallfelz will attempt to better define these capabilities 
through discussions with staff members at vendors, national 
laboratories, and FFTF. 
2. In-core Calculations. 
F. di Fillipo and B. Worley will investigate the methods for on-
line calculations of core parameters (see sec. 2.4 of Ref. 6), 
including 
(a) Nodal/modal codes 
(b) Influence function methods, and 
(c) Eigenfunction expansion methods 
This topic includes the use of measured values for adjustment of 
parameters used in on-line calculations. (see sec. 2.5.3. of Ref. 6). 
F. di Fillipo will have primary responsibility for this topic, and 
B. Worley will provide assistance in investigating method (a). 
3. Two-dimensional Adjoint Flux Calculations. 
These calculations include transport and diffusion theory calcula-
tions, to determine the sensitivity of ex-vessel detectors to core 
power distributions (see sec. 2.5.1. of ref. 6). 
B. Worley will be responsible for these investigations, to be 
initiated in the spring. 
4. Application of the DSNP Code System. 
Application of the DSNP code2-4 for LMFBR systems analyses related 
to PDRM development will be studied. 
J. Kallfelz is responsible for this topic. 
REFERENCES  
1. J. M. Kallfelz, "Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 7802, Months of 
October and November, 1983," memorandum to D. G. Cacuci, C. R. Weisbin 
and B. A. Worley (ORNL) dated December 6, 1983. 
2. D. Saphier, "A Special Purpose Simulation Language for Nuclear Power 
Plants," in Simulation of Systems '79, L. Dekker et al., Eds., North-
Holland Publishing Co., p. 1055, 1980. 
3. D. Saphier and J. T. Madell, "The DSNP Simulation Language and Its 
Application to LMFBR Transient Analysis," Nucl. Tech., 56, p. 493, 
(March, 1982). 
4. See references 3-7 of ref. 1. 
5. John T. Madell, Fauske & Associates, Inc., letter of transmittal to J. 
M. Kallfelz dated December 9, 1983. 
6. J. M. Kallfelz and L. A. Belblidia, "Studies for a Power. Distribution 
and Reactivity Monitor (PDRM) and Peak Core Power Densities," GITNEHP-
83/1, School of Nuclear Engineering and Health Physics, Georgia 
Institute of Technology (Annual Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 
7802-X01), October 1983. 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A UNIT OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA 
SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
March 16, 1984 
Reply to: 
Nuclear Engineering and 
Health Physics Program 
Cherry Emerson Building 
MEMORANDUM  
T0: 	D. G. Cacuci and C. R. Weisbin 
K 
FROM: 	J. M. Kalif. A. Belblidia and I. S. Choi 
SUBJECT: Progress Report for 0 R NL Subcontract 7802 
Months of January and February, 1984 
Accomplishments During Report Period  
o L. A. Belblidia attended a workshop at Argonne National 
Laboratory on the simulation language code system DSNP 
(Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear Power Plants) 1 ' 2 During the 
H ands-on session he ran various DS NP cases, and had an 
opportunity to resolve many of the questions concerning the 
initiation of this code on the Ga. Tech IBM 4341. Details are 
given in Attachment A. 
o The initiation of the DSNP program at Georgia Tech has 
progressed so that sample Problem #1 (described in Appendices 
B and C) has been successfully run. Steps taken to reach this 
stage are described in attachment A. 
o The physical significance and logical structure of DSNP test 
case 1 has been thoroughly analyzed as described in 
Attachments 2 and 3. 
AN EQUAL EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY INSTrTUTION 
o Steps have been taken
3 
to obtain the reactor transient code 
RELAP 3B
4a program which J. Kallfelz utilized in reactor 
operational transient studies
5 
 performed in Germany. 
Plans for Work for Next Month 
o Initialization of DSNP on the Ga. Tech computer system will 
continue, and further test cases will be run and analyzed. 
o If the RELAP3B code package is received in time, work will 
start to make this code operational on the Ga Tech CYBER 
170/855 system. 
REFERENCES 
1. D. Saphier, "A Special Purpose Simulation Language for Nuclear 
Power Plants," in Simulation of Systems '79, L. Dekker et al., Eds., 
North-Holland Publishing Co., p. 1055, 1980. 
2. D . Saphier and 	J. T. Madell, "The DSNP Simulation Language 
and Its Application to LMFBR Transient Analysis," NucL Tech., 56 
p. 493, March, 1982. 
3. J. M. Kallfelz, letter to F. 0 dal.; USN R C, dated Feb. 23, 1984, 
Subject: Request for RELAP 3B Program 
4. BNL-NUREG - 22011, "User's Manual for RELAP3B--MOD 110, A 
Reactor 	System Transient Code", Department of Applied Science, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
5. J. M. Kallfelz et al, "ATWS Studies for a Tight-Lattice LW R", in 
proceedings of ANS Topical Meeting on Anticipated and Abnormal 
Plant Transients in Light Water Reactors, Jackson, Wyoming, 26-29 
Sept. 1983. 
6. 	DSNP Manual, ANL-CT-77-20, Argonne Nat. Lab. 
ATTACHMENT A - ORNL PROGRESS REPORT - 15 MARCH 84 
REPORT ON DSNP-RELATED ACTIVITIES  (Lotfi Belblidia/3-13-84) 
On February 21 and 22, 1984, I attended a DSNP Workshop held at Argonne 
National Laboratory. The workshop was directed primarily at university 
professors who would be interested in using DSNP in their research and for 
teaching. It combined presentations by John Madell, Eric Dean and Howard 
Larson with hands-on experience at computer terminals. Over thirty people 
attended this workshop. 
The presentations involved a description of DSNP features, discussions 
on how to set up and run DSNP programs, and descriptions of some component 
modules and of DSNP MACRO capabilities. Sample problems, such as solving an 
ordinary differential equation with DSNP, simulation of SATURN V rocket 
launch, and a reactivity insertion problem in a LMFBR with no hydraulics 
involved, were used to illustrate the talks. 
During the hands-on sessions, I ran a simple heat exchanger problem and 
three of the sample cases given in DSNP's users manual. I have complete 
outputs for Sample Problem #1 which simulates the kinetics and thermodynamics 
of the primary loop of a LMFBR, Sample Problem #2 which simulates a startup 
accident in a 10 Mw thermal reactor, and Sample Problem #6 which is an LMFBR 
problem that includes neutronics, thermodynamics and hydrodynamics. I will 
use these outputs for comparison with the results I obtain here. 
It appears now that the problems I have been having in my attmepts to get 
DSNP to run on our IBM 4341 are specific to this system and to the compiler 
used. For example, the DATA statements in the DSNP precompiler and library 
routines appear sometimes before the explicit type statements. This causes an 
error on our machine. Changing the order of these statements took care of 
this problem. Another problem which I am still trying to resolve has to do 
with the way the precompiler writes the BLOCKDATA routine of the generated 
FORTRAN program. There are three ways in DSNP to set a variable a value: (1) 
it is set to zero originally, (2) it appears in the default input data set, 
and (3) it is provided by the user, and all three contribute DATA statements 
to the BLOCKDATA routine. Thus, a variable may appear as many as three times 
in this routine. This goes against standard FORTRAN practice; a variable 
cannot be reinitiated by a DATA statement. The question is how to change the 
precompiler such that the generated BLOCKDATA routine includes each variable 
only once. For now, I have bypassed this problem by deleting the redundant 
DATA statements from the generated FORTRAN program and have managed to 
successfully run Sample Problem #1. 
The second task I am working on is to obtain plots of the numerical 
results. DSNP has a potential option which enables the user to output the 
results in graphic form. This option is not yet available because it is 
system dependent and each user must develop its own capability. The other 
complication is due to the fact that the IBM 4341 at GIT does not support any 
graphics package at this time. Therefore, I plan to use the CALCOMP routines 
of the CYBER. The procedure would write the results to a file which could 
then be transferred from IBM to CYBER. Once on the CYBER, there are numerous 
routines to generate plots. 
Pre r 
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Attachment B, ORNL Progress Report 
Esssription of DSNP Test 
Problem 1 (See Attachment C)  
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DSNP Test Problem 1 6 
1.1.3. 	A Sample Solution. 
The big advantage of DSNP over any other simulation language 
is the simplicity by which the above simulation flowchart is 
directly transformed into a simulation program. This 
transformation is done here and the resulting DSNP program is 
shown below. Each of the block names shown in the above 
diagram appear in the simulation program below. The modules 
can be identified once in the simulation static part and once 
in the simulation dynamic part. The simulation program has two 
dynamic "LOOPS". One uses the STIFF integration method, while 
the other uses the TRAPeZoidal algorithm. In the static part, 
two iteration loops can be observed for converging the static 
calculation. The inner loop iterates until the core exit 
temperature TECX converges and the external loop iterates 
until the heat exchanger primary exit temperature TEAPX 
converges. 
A DSNP PROGRAM TO SIMULATE THE LMFBR PRIMARY LOOP- 
//DSNPI 	JOB (F11#11,07„4),gNAME , , PRTY=N,NOTIFY,REGION=250K 
ACCOUNTING INFORMATION 
//*MAIN ORG=RM019 
//STEP1 EXEC FGICLG 
//FGI.SYSPRINT DD DUMMY 
//SYSIN DD DSN=B11M-COMP2-FORT,DISP=SHR 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
C*****************************DSNP REV 02 *** SEPTEMBER 3, 1978 *******C 
C 	 C 
C DSNP SAMPLE PROBLEM 11: THE SIMULATION OF THE KINETICS AND PRIMARY C 
C THERMODYNAMICS OF AN LMFBR. TRANSIENTS ARE INITATED BY A STEP CHANGEC 
C IN REACTIVITY AT 1.0 SECONDS. 
C 	 C 
C THE FOLLOWING DATA SETS ARE USED WITH THIS SAMPLE PROBLEM: 
C 05 SYSIN 	 INPUT DATA SET, PROGRAM AND DATA- 
C 06 SYSOUT OUTPUT DATA SET, USUALLY LINE PRINTER- 
C 08 &&ISCR5 	 SCRATCH FILE FOR INPUT DSNP PROGRAM- 
C 10 &&ISCR1 SCRATCH FILE FOR INTEGRATION AND DERIVATIVE. 	C 
C 	 STATEMENTS DURING PRECOMPILATION STEP AND DATA.0 
C SCRATCH DURING THE SIMULATION. 	 C 
C 13 IDEFD2-DATA * 
	
DEFAULTINPUT SIMULATION DATA SET.. 	 C 
C 20 DSNP2-FORT! GENERATED FORTRAN SIMULATION PROGRAM_ 	 C 
C 21 &&ISCR2 
	
SCRATCH FILE FOR FIRST PASS COMPILATION_ 	 C 
C 22 E&ISCR3 SCRATCH FILE FOR TEMPORARY I/O STATEMENTS. 
C 23 &&ISCR6 
	
SCRATCH FILE FOR TEMPORARY HAIN AND DERIV ROUT.0 
C 24 &&ISCR4 SCRATCH FILE FOR TEMPORARY COMMON BLOCKS. 
C 30 LIB12.DATA 
	




C * USER CAN SUPPLY ANY NUMBER OF INPUT DATA SETS WITH DIFFERENT 
	
C 
C 	NUMBERS (EXCLUDING THOSE ALREADY IN USE) USING THEM FOR INPUT C 




C 	 C 
C ALL REAL DATA SHOULD BE GIVEN IN DOUBLE PRECISION' 
c******************** 	DECLARATIONS 	********************************c 
C 
PLIST 13 TO 0E; 







C******************** INITIAL CONDITIONS *************************** 
C 



















C**** **************** FIRST DYNAMIC LOOP **************************# 
C 












SIMULATE LOOP02 TRAPZ1 TDV=1 
• IHXMA1; 
• PIPEIL; 
c******************** 	TERMINAL SECTION 	***************************** 
C 
TERMINATE AT 20-0 
C******************** 	DATA STATEMENTS AND PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS 	**** 
C 
1 0 	 C- 2 
P ZDELTL (1) , ZTIMEL (1) , ILSTEP ( 1) , ZDELTL (2) ,ZTIMEL (2) ,ILSTEP (2) , 
P PNJ,P14J,RKS,RKD, EKE ,RKFB,REAK , 
P SUMC, CLJ (1-6) , WGN, WGP,WGT,TECI,TEMA ,TENA,TEMFA,TENFA,TENI,TEMI, 
P TECX, TECA ,TELA ,TEF A , 
P TEAP (1-5) ,TEAH (1-5) ,TEAW (1-5) , TEAPI , TEAPX,TEAHI,TEAHX 
• BY1-D-3T01 -D-2BY 1-D-2T01-D-1BY 1. D-1T01- DOBY5- D-1T01-D1BY1- DOT02.D1 
P 'SAMPLE PROBLEM #1: SIMULATION OF THE KINETICS AND PRIMARY • 
P 'THERMODYNAMICS OF AN LMFBR. • 
. DATA (CNTRL) =EXREC ( 1) /3- D-3/, EXREC (2) /-3.D-3/, TIEXR (1) /1-0D01,TIEXR (2) 
5-D0/ ,E XREC (3) /0-D0/, TIEXR (3) /1. D2/, IEXR/1/; 
▪ DATA (TIMER) =DT MAX/5- 0D-2/, LETM/21, DELT/5-D- 3/, 
DTMIN/1. OD-7/ ,TI MEDS15-D11,TIMEDE/5-3D0/; 
. DATA (TPOW R) =PW0/9. D+8/; 
• DATA (CORTP) =UCA/3-14D6/,ULA/4-689D6/,CF11-047D31, CL/6-28D2/, 
CC/2-512D3/, VC/5. DO/,QML/1. D3/,TECI13-5D21,QMF12. D4/, ZFLCOR/3-893D3/; 
. DATA (GAMAR) =IGAM/41, G AM/1-D- 5,3-D- 3,1.D-2,4-D-2,0- D01,BGW2-7D-1, 
2.1D-1,1-6D-1,3-6D-1,0- DO/,GA/5. OD-1/, UGP0/7-5D7/; 
. DATA (FDBEK) =RKFB10. DO/, RKDC/-3-D-2/, RKEC1-4 -D-6/, RKSC14-5D-6/; 
. DATA (LPLEN) =TEMA/3-5D2/ ,TEMI/3-5D2/, V MC/7.5 D-1/, UMA/2.5D6/, CM/8-37D2/, 
CLPF/1-5D3/ ; 
. DATA (UPLEN) =TENA/7. D2/,TENI/7.D21, VNC/1-85D01,UNA/3.77D61,CN18-37 D2/, 
QUPF/2-742D3/ ; 
. DATA (IHXMA) =TEAPI1449-7D01, TEA HI/3. D21,ARAP/4. D - 11,XARH/1. D-2/, 
XARP/1-3D-2/, TEAHX/405- D 0/, TEA PX/2 .D 2/, 
RAW/7-8D31,CAI4/4-187D2/,BAU/8.374D2/,FHAI/3150.D0/, 
XAWL/5-5D01,EAPSHA/1 -D- 1 1,EAPSHR/5-D-41,ITOAMX/101,ITIAMX/15/; 
c******************** 	MACRO DEFINITIONS 	***************** ***** ****** 
C 
/* 
//GC. FTO8F001 DD DSN=&&ISCR5, DISP= (NEU,DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
/1 	DCB= (LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=2960,RECFM=FB) , SPACE= (CYL , 1) 
//GO -FT10F001 DD DSN=ECISCR1,DISP= (NEif , DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
// 	DCE= (LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=2960,RECFM=FB) ,SPACE= (TRK, (5,5) ) 
//GC. FT 13E001' DD DSN=E#####-IDEFD2-DATA,DISP= (OLD, KEEP) , 
// 	DCB= (LRECL=80,BIKSIZE=2960,RECFM=FB) 
//GC- FT 20E001 DD DSN=B#####.DSNP2-FORT,DISP= (OLD, KEEP) , 
// 	DCE= (LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=2960,RECFM=FB) 
//GO -FT21F001 DD DSN=3&ISCR2,DISP= (NEW, DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
// 	DCE= (LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=12800,RECFM=FB) ,SPACE= (CYL, 6) 
//GC. FT22F00 1 DD DSN=&&ISCR3, DISP= (NEW, DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
// 	DCB=*. FTO8F001, SPACE= (TRK, (5,5) ) 
1/GC. FT23F001 DD DSN=&&ISCR6, DISP= (NEU,DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
// 	DCE=*. FTO8F001, SPACE= (TRK , (5,5) ) 
//GO -FT24F001 DD DSN=C&ISCR4,DISP= (NEU, DELETE) ,UNIT=SASCR, 
// 	DCB=*- FTO8F001, SPACE= (TRK, (5,5) ) 
//GC. FT30F001 DD DSN=B#####-LIB 12.DATA, DISP= (OLD ,KEEP) , 
// 	DCB= (LRECL=80,BIKSIZE=12800,RECFM=FB) 
//STEP2 EXEC FGICLG ,CCND= (5,LT) 
//FGI-SYSPRINT DD DUMMY 
//SYSIN DD DSN=B#### # DSNP2,FOR T',DISP=SHR 
//GO -FT 10E001 DD DSN=E&ISCR1, DISP= (NEW, DELETE) ,UBIT=SASCR, 
/1 DCE= (LRECL=80, ELKS IZ E=2960, RECFM=FB) ,SPACE= (TRK, (5,5) ) 
//* OUTPUT DATA SETS FCR DUMP CAN BE INSERTED HERE IF NECESSARY.. 
A Sample Output from a DSNP Simulation. 
SIMULATING THE THERMODYNAMICS OF AN LMFER PRIMARY LOOP WITH DSNP. 
DYNAMIC SIMULATOR FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, (DSNP); REV. 02, SEPTEMBER 19 
SAMPLE PROBLEM #1: SIEUIATION OF THE KINETICS AND PRIMARY THERMODYNAMICS 
INITIAL 	CCNDITION S. 
TIMEM 	 0.0 
DELTM 0.5000D-02 
JTIM 	 0.0 
PNJ 0.1000D+01 
EWJ 	 0.9000D+09 
RKS 0.0 
RED 	 0.0 
RKE 0.0 
EKFE 	 0.0 
BEAK 0.0 
SUMC 	 0.1607D+05 
AGN 0.1000D+01 
WGP 	 0.7500D+08 
WGT 0.7500D+08 
TECI 	 0.3955D+03 
TEMA 0.3955D+03 
TENA 	 0.646E1)+03 
TENFA 0.3955D+03 
TENFA 	 0.6468D+03 
TENI 0.6468D+03 
TEMI 	 0.3956D+03 
TECX 0.6468D+03 
TECA 	 0.5212D+03 
TELA 0.7211D+03 
TEFA 	 0.1020D+04 
TEAP(1) 	 0.6084D+03 
TEAP(2). 0.5648D+03 
TEAP(3) 	 0.5153D+03 
TEAF(4) 0.4593D+03 
TEAP(5) 	 0.3956D+03 
TEAH(1) 0.5960D+03 
TEAH(2) 	 0.5508D+03 
TEAR(3) 0.4995D+03 
LEAH (4) 	 0.4412D+03 
TEAH(5) 0.3751D+03 
TEAW(1) 	 0.5926D+03 
TEAW(2) 0_5469D+03 
TEAU(3) 	 0.4950D+03 
TEAW(4) 0.4362D+03 
TEAN(5) 	 0.3694D+03 
TEAHI 0.646E1)+03 
TEAPX 	 0.3956D+03 
TEAHI 0.3000D+03 
TEAMX 	 0.5960D+03 
DYNAMIC SIMULATOR FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, (DS UP) ; REV- 02, SEPTEIBPR 1 
SAMPLE PROBLEM #1: SIMULATION OF THE KINETICS AND PRIMARY THERMODYNAMICS 
TIMEM 0.40000+01 0.8000D+01 0.1200D+02 0.1600D+02 0.2000D+02 
DEITM 0.1667D-01 0-1667D-01 0.1667D-01 0.1667D-01 0.1667D-01 
JTIM 0.2440E+03 0.5200D+03 0.7850D+03 0.1048D+04 0.1302D+04 
PNJ 0.14350+01 0.8610D+00 0.8933D+00 0.9492D+00 0.9837D+00 
FWJ 0.12920+10 0.7749D+09 0.8040D+09 0.8543D*09 0.8853D+09 
ENS 0.4444D-04 0.5523D-04 0.2953D-04 0.1979D-04 0.8323D-05 
RKD -0.1821D-02 -0. 1393D-02 -0-5353D-03 -0.1059D-03 0- 2763D-04 
EKE -0.2553D-03 -0.1939D-03 -0.7342D-04 -0.1442D-04 0.3755D-05 
RKFB -0.2032D-02 -0.1532D-02 -0.5792D-03 -0.1005D-03 0.39710-04 
BEAK 0.9681D-03 -0.1532D-02 -0.5792D-03 -0.1005D-03 0.3971D-04 
SUMC 0.20190+05 0.1657D+05 0. 1543D+05 0.1545D+05 0.1573D+05 
WGN 0.1027D+01 0.1024D+01 0.1013D+01 0.1006D+01 0.1004D+01 
WGP 0.76990+08 0.7677D+08 0.7594D+08 0.7547D+08 0.7527D+08 
WGT 0.7699E+08 0.7677D+08 0-7594D+08 0.7547D+08 0.75270+08 
TECI 0.39560+03 0.3959D+03 0.3973D+03 0-399013+03 0-39750+03 
TEMA 0.3958E+03 0.3966D+03 0.3992D+03 0.3978D+03 0.3967D+03 
TENA 0.65610+03 0.6594D+03 0.6529D+03 0.6497D+03 0-6478D+03 
TENFA 0.39580+03 0.3963D+03 0-3991D+03 0.3980D+03 0.3968D+03 
TENFA 0.646813+03 0.6469D+03 0-6470D+03 0.6470D+03 0.6470D+03 
TENI 0.6665E+03 0.6710D+03 0.6581D+03 0-6520D+03 0-6485D+03 
TEMI 0.39590+03 0.3964D+03 0.3992D+03 0.3976D+03 0.3966D+03 
TECX 0_6665E+03 0.6710D+03 0.6581E1+03 0.6521D+03 0.6485D+03 
TECA 0.5310E+03 0.5334D+03 0.5277D+03 0.5256D+03 0.5230D+03 
TELA 0.75200+03 0.7483D+03 0.7326D+03 0.7253D+03 0-7219D+03 
TEFA 0.10830+04 0.1068D+04 0.1038D+04 0.1023D+04 0.1019D+04 
TEAP(1) 0.60960+03 0. 6211D+03 0.6170D+03 0.6125D+03 0.6103D+03 
2EAP(2) 0.5658D+03 0.5754D+03 0.5726D+03 0.5686D+03 0.5667D+03 
TEAP(3) 0.51620+03 0.5238D+03 0.5219D+03 0.5186D+03 0.5171D+03 
TEAP(4) 0-45990+03 0.4652D+03 0.4641D+03 0.4618D+03 0.4606D+03 
TEAP(5) 0.39600+03 0.3989D+03 0.3984D+03 0.3970D+03 0.3963D+03 
TEAH(1) 0.5971E+03 0.6085D+03 0.6047D+03 0.6002D+03 0.5983D+03 
TEAH (2) 0. 5518D+03 0.5612D+03 0.5585D+03 0.5547D+03 0.5529D+03 
TEAH(3)' 0.50030+03 0.5077D+03 0.5059D+03 0.5028D+03 0.5013D+03 
TEAH(4) 0.4419E+03 0.4470D+03 0.4459D+03 0.4437D+03 0.4426D+03 
TEAR (5) 0.37550+03 0.3781D+03 0.3777D+03 0.3765D+03 0.3759D+03 
3EAW(1) 0.59380+03 0.6048D+03 0.6010D+03 0.5967D+03 0.5945D+03 
TEAW(2) 0.5479E+03 0-5570D+03 0-5544D+03 0.5506D4-03 0.5488D+03 
TEAW(3) 0.49580+03 0.5029D+03 0.5012D+03 0.4982D+03 0.4967D+03 
TEAW(4) 0.4367D+03 0.4416D+03 0.4406D+03 0.4384D+03 0.4374D+03 
TEAW(5) 0.36970+03 0.3720D+03 0.3716D+03 0.3705D+03 0-37000+03 
TEAPI 0.64830+03 0.6613D+03 0.6558D+03 0.6510D+03 0.6486D+03 
TEAPX 0.3960D+03 0.3989D+03 0.3984D+03 0.3970D+03 0.3963D+03 
TEAHI 0.3000D+03 0.3000D+03 0.3000D+03 0.3000D+03 0.3000D+03 
TEAHX 0.5971D+03 0.6085D+03 0.6047D+03 0.6002D+03 0-5983D+03 
E-QA-Eo4— 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 	D. G. Cacuci and C. R. Weisbin, ORNL 
FROM: J. 	Ka1lfelz, L. A. Belblidia, L. S. Choi and 
J. F. King 
SUBJECT: Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 7802 
Months of March, April and May, 1984 
Accomplishments During Report Period  
o The initiation of the simulation language code system DSNP (Dynamic Simulator 
for Nuclear Power Plants) 1-3 on the Georgia Tech IBM 4341 continued. Using 
version 3.3 of this code system, various sample problems 3 supplied with the 
code system have been run and analyzed (see Attachment A). Three of these4 
problems had been also run at ANL by L. Belblidia during the DSNP Workshop . 
After changes to our version of DSNP to make it compatible with the ANL 5version 
3.4, the results for the test case runs at the two sites were the same . 
o The reactor transient code RELAP3B 6 has been received from the USNRC
7
, and 
initiated on the Georgia Tech CYBER 170/835-855 8 . The test case supplied 
with the code has been successfully executed. Input for a "generic" (non-
proprietory) model typical of a Westinghouse PWR 9 has been obtained from BNL 10 . 
Plans for Work for Next Month  
o A newer version of DSNP will be initiated on the Georgia Tech computer and 
work will be started on improving a PWR model for this code system. 




, we will initiate work on reactor 
transient calculations with RELAP3B. It is planned to use these calculations 
as a benchmark for DSNP results. 
Telephone: 404-B94-3720 Telex: 542507 GTRIOCAATL Fax: 404-894-3120 (Verify: 404-H94-4850) 
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DSVP Sample Problem 44- 
This sample problem simulates a hydraulic network- 	The DSNP 
DEFHPIP defining a hydraulic pipe segment, DFPUMP defining a 
pump, DFLOW defining a flow path, DFJUNC defining a hydraulic 
junction, and DFCAVT defining a cavity are used_ The 
hydraulic network is composed of two s.4‘parate branches or 
loo .p.s- Each loop starts at the cavity CAVT01 and consists of 
twc pipe segments and a pump- The two flows FLO001(UC1) and 
FLCW02(BC2) are then combined at a junction into a single flow " 
FLOW03(WC) that reenters the cavity at the bottom- WC1 flows 
through pipe segments 1 and 2 and is driven by PUMP01- flow 
WC2 flows through pipe segments 3 and 4 and is driven by 
PUME02. The combined flow WC flows through pipes 5 and 6 from 
• the junction JUNC01 back to the cavity CAVT01- A transient is  
induced into the hydraulic loop w by increasing the temmerature  
in .flow path FLOW03 as a function of'TIEE 2 .andby initiating a  
ramp like valve closure at five seconds after the simulation 
starts. Note the CONON data blocks defined in this simulation 
for variables not defined by the system- 
(From ref. 3, 22 June 84 ORNL Progress Report) 
DSNP Sample Problem #6_ 
This sample problem can be considered a combination of sample 
problems #3 and #4. In this simulation, the primary loop 
thermodynamics of an LMEBR is combined with the hydrodynamic 
representation of a double loop sodium coolant system- The 
reactor initial power is arbitrrily set to 1000 Mier and the 
system transients are initiated at one second after simulation 
start time by a step increase in core reactivity- 
The major system components are the reactor with an upper and 
lower plenum and an intermediate heat exchanger with constant 
secondary inlet temperature. The heat exchanger is simulated 
fcr one loop only- In the second coolant loop, the 
temperatures are assumed to be constant and equal to their 
initial value. 
The hydraulic. loops or branches start at the cavity CAVT01, 
which is the hydraulic representation of the upper plenum_ 
Eachbranch leaving the cavity includes two hydraulic pipe 
segments and a pump - FLOW01 passes through pipes 01 and 02 
which also represents the hydraulic inertance of the heat 
exchanger and through PUMP01. FLOW02 passes through pipes 03 
and 04 and PUMP02. Both flows are mixed at the inlet to the 
lower plenum in a hydraulic junction JUNC01. Compare the 
mixing plenum definitions with sample problem #3, which has 
only one inlet flow to the lower plenum. FLOW03 is the flow 
leaving the hydraulic junction through the lower plenum to the 
core and into the upper plenum or the hydraulic cavity- - 
To compute the system initial conditions, three iteration 
"loops" are constructed. The innermost loop consists of the 
thermodynamic and hydrodynamic components and requires 
absolute convergence of the core exit temperature TECX. . 	 The 
intermediate iteration "loop" includes the same components, 
however, relative convergence of the value of the flow through 
the core ZFLCOR is required. . The outermost iteration "loop" 
includes all of the system components and requires absolute 
convergence of the IHX primary side coolant exit temperature 
TEAPX. 
The transients in this simulation are initiated by a step 
change in the core reactivity at one second after the 
simulation starts. - 
(From ref. 3, 22 June 84 ORNL Progress Report) 
A-5 
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D.C. Cacuci, ORNL 
Saphier, L.A. Belblidia 
J.N. Davidson, L.D. Koffman, and J.F. King 
SUBJECT: 	Progress Report for ORNL Subcontract 7802  
Months of June, July and August 1984  
Accomplishments During Report Period and Plans for Future Week 
1. 	DSNP
1-3 Revision 4.1 was installed at Georgia Tech on the IBM 4341 
computer. 	Necessary modifications have been made to enable 
operation in the Ga. Tech. environment. These included: 
- Code modification for compatibility with the VS compiler (the 
only one available at Ga. Tech.) 
- Installation of a clock routine on the IBM 4341 
- Program control language modification to be compatible with the 
Ga Tech Environment. 
2. Some of the DSNP Sample problems in the area of PWR, HTGR and LMFBR 
simulation were executed. 
3 	A TI? nodalization diagram to simulate a generic - Westinghouse 
PWR -data based mostly on the Trojan PWR - was developed and is 
shown in fig. 1. This nodalization scheme was made to be equivalent 
to an available RELAP-3B diagram shown in fig. 2. 
4. The Thermal-hydraulic code RELAP 3B was installed at Ca. Tech. and 
successfully compiled. The initial part of the sample problem was 
executed up to 100 sec - the results are being analysed and the run 
will be continued. Due to excessive computer time required to run 
the RELAP code it will be only used as a backup and verification tool 
for DSNP. 
Telephone: 404-994-3720 Telex: 542507 GTRIOCAATL Fax: 404-894-3120 (Verify: 404-894-48501 
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5. A new pressurizer model for the DSNP was developed and included in 
the DSNP level 2 library. The model has the following features. 
a. Two regions (water and steam) are treated separately, 
nonequilibrium conditions can exist in the pressurer, and level 
tracking is provided. 
b. The pressurizer can be flooded (becomes solid) with the steam 
region disappearing. 
c. The pressurizer can be emptied - water region disappears. 
d. Steam flashing is permitted during appropriate conditions and a 
bubble rise model was included. 
e. Condensation is permitted under the appropriate conditions and 
an exponential condensation model was included. 
f. Spray and heater controls are provided. 
g. Relief valve (PORV) and safety value flow are determined by any 
desirable flow equation or correlation, and the valve area -
water level interaction is precisely calculated from the given 
valve area and elevation. 
6. 	The pressurizer response under extreme operating conditions was 
tested by combining the pressurizer surge line to a single large 
cavity having the volume of the primary coolant loop and a 
temperature transient was forced on the flow entering the volume. 
This temperature transient is equal to the primary loop temperature 
transient during a "Loss of off-site Power Transient". The pressure 
during the transient increases significantly as shown in fig. 3, and 
both the PORV and Safety valves are activated as seen in fig. 4. 
The Pressurizer becomes solid at 41s and the steam dome is 
reestablished at 460s into the transient. The temperature transient 
in the primary lot leg (driving the transient) is shown in fig. 5 
(curve A) and the resulting primary loop pressure is shown in fig. 6. 
The pressurized surge line flow (A) and combined PORV and safety 
valve flow (B) are shown in fig. 7. The PORV operating point was set 
to 16.2MPa and the safety value was set to 17.34 MPa. 
7. With the above program (designated PWR1 REV4P1) preliminary 
sensitivity studies were intiated. The PORV response 
characteristics and their effect on the primary loop was 
investigated. The PORV response is fast, it is assumed to be fully 
open when the pressure in the pressurizer is above 16.2 MPa, and it 
is assumed to be fully closed when the pressure is below 16.2 MPa. 
These characteristics cause the valve to oscillate rapidly and 
maintain a constant pressure of 16.2 MPa in the pressurizer until it 
becomes solid. Then the PORV capacity becomes insufficient to 
maintain a constant pressure and the pressure increases until the 
safety valves open. 
-2-- 
The operating characteristics of the PORV were changed to provide 
some hysteresis in its operation, i.e. open at 	/5 and close at 




Pa. The number 
of osilations was reduced significantly as the hysteresis was 
increased. This had a significant effect of reducing computer time 
with increasing listeris 
If. =10 2Pa 	 CPU= 	5948 for 600s simulation 
1: =104Pa CPU= 4979 for 600s simulation 
I: =10
5Pa 	 CPU= 	1936 for 600s simulation 
Then the valve opening was assumed to be a linear function of the 
pressure in the range of 16.2 MPa and 16.21 MPa. This caused the 
valve response to be stable, the pressure changed slowly between 
16.2 and 16.21, and the flow became a time average of the previous 
cases. The execution time was however reduced by a factor of 10 and 
more (CPU time for 600s simulation was 485i.) The two types of 
responses are compared in figs. 8 and 9. All the other system state 
variables were not sensitive to the relief valve mode of operation. 
It is therefore recommended that in the future simulations all valve 
response characteristics be set for a ramp-like response to save 
computer time. 
8. A two day DSNP workshop was conducted at Georgia Tech - with about 10 
participants from Ga. Tech. and outside the campus. The workshop 
covered all aspects of DSNP programming and model development. the 
workshop enabled all members of the research team and some students 
to use DSNP. Attachment A is an outline of the workshop. 
9. The lumped parameter steam generator (SG) model of DSNP was 
remodeled and improved by: 
a. Adding a steam dome model to permit nonequilibrium 
condition. 
b. Water level tracking was included. 
c. Improved heat transfer correlations were included to 
account for both flow and water level variations. 
d. The new model permits SG flooding and dryout phenomena in 
the U-tube SG to account for extreme operating conditions. 
-3- 
10. A quasistatic flow model was added to DSNP. This often reduces 
significantly the computation time by eliminating the integration of 
the momentum equation. The momentum equations have the smallest 
eigenvalue in a typical PWR thermohydraulic system and introduce a 
large degree of stiffness into the differential equations. 
11. The Kerman Nikuradze correlation used to calculate the friction 
factor, was replaced by an explicit formula by Techo, Tickner and 
James. This also gives significant time saving in solving hydraulic 
network problems. 
12. A feature to permit on-line calculation was added to DSNP - the user 
can now observe the progress of his simulation and display online the 
transients of some of the system state variables. 
13. The DSNP uses the Helmholtz on Gibbs free energy equations to produce 
water and steam material properties with great accuracy. However 
this is a very time- consuming process. A new DSNP module was 
developed which upon first entry will generate the tables of all the 
steam water properties and some of their derivatives , below and 
above the saturation line and also beyond the critical pressure. 
Premlimanory results are very encouraging and computer calculational 
times are reduced to about 1/3 their values without the table method. 
The module is in the final testing stages, and if operation proves 
successful with a variety of programs, it will be included in the 
DSNP Level-2 library. 
14. A full scale PWR simulation program in DSNP according to the 
nodalization diagram shown in fig. 1 has been developed. 	This 
program is now in an advanced stage of development and will be used 
to simulate operational transients and ATWS accidents. When the 
transient has been calculated and compared to RELAP calculation, 
sensitivity studies will be performed. 	All the transients 
sensitivities will be investigated with regards to modelling and 
theoretical assumptions made and the accuracy of the data used in the 
study. 
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Attachment A, ORNL Progress Report 
MECHANCIAL ENGINEERING/NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
A workshop on THE DSNP SIMULATION LANGUAGE will be held by 
David Saphier 
Visiting Professor 
School of Mechancial Engineering, Nuclear Engineering Program 
• 
DATE: 	 July 16 & 17 
TIME: 	 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m- 
PLACE: 	Emerson Building, Room 206 
GENERAL 
The DSNP (Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear Power-Plants) is a special purpose 
block oriented simulation language by which a variety of nuclear power 
plants can be simulated. It is a modular modeling system by which safety 
oriented transient analysis of power plants can be performed. Its 
application to transient analysis of various power plants will be 
demonstrated. It is presently being applied to PWR AIWS (Anticipated 
Transients Without Scram) accident analysis. Although being a special 
purpose simulation language,_it has also been used successfully in general 
purpose application in simulating dynamic systems and in solving large 
sets of differential equations. At the workshop a detailed description of 
DSNP will be presented and the participant will learn how to use the 
simulation language and how to develop modules for power plant components. 
TENTATIVE PROGRAM 
MONDAY - July 16 
9:00 - 9:15 	Introduction 
9:15 - 9:35 	Structure of a DSNP Program 
9:35 - 10:45 	General Description of the DSNP Simulation Language 
10:45 - 11:00 	COFFEE BREAK 
11:00 - 11:20 	Structure of the DSNP System 
• 
11:20 - 12:35 
12:35 - 1:35 
1:35 - 2:30 
2:30 - 3:00 
3:00 - 3:20 
3:20 - 4:00 
The DSNP Components Library 
LUNCH 
RELAP Modeling Methodology 
INPUT/OUTPUT and Data Bases in DSNP 
C0tn.4 BREAK 
Integration Schemes in DSNP 
TUESDAY - July 
9:00 - 9:20 	Use of Material Property Functions and the Material 
Property Library 
The DSNP Hydraulic Network Solver 
The DSNP Macro Processor 
COFFEE BREAK 
How to Develop a DSNP Module 
Development of a Full Scale Simulation Program of 
a Power Plant - The Simulation Process Methodology 
9:20 - 10:00 
10:00 - 11:15 
11:15 - 11:45 
11:45 - 12:30 
12:30 - 1:30 	LUNCH 
1:30 - 1:50 	DSNP Debugging Features 
1:50 - 2:10 	A Simple Loop. Example 
2:10 - 2:30 	COFFEE BREAK 
2:30 - 4:00 	Several Sample Problems will be Analyzed and Discussed. 
